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ABSTRACT 

A new methodology for the fast recognition of 2-D wire
shapes is presented. Both the rigid and the non-rígid case are 
explored. The proposed methodology is based on a 
characterization of the skeleton of the shape in terms of a set 
oftwo topological robust features: terminal points (TPs), Le. 
points with just one neighbor !Uld three-edge-points (TEPs), 
i.e points with only three neighbors. The number ofTPs and' 
TEPs in the skeleton are used as inputs to look up the object's 
database for the fast recognition of the shape. The proposed 
technique profits the advantages of the Fast Distance 
Transformation (FDT) to rapidly obtain the skeleton. These 
tw() characteristics make of the proposed approach a fast and 
simple method for the fast recognition of 2-D binary objects, 
which is desired for real time applicatíons. 

Keywords: 2-D wire-shape recognition, skeleton, topological 
features, Fast Distance Transform. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the field of image processing and computer visíon, object 
recognition plays an important role. Indeed, for a robot 
manipulator as well as for a mobile robot, identification and 

~ 

location ofobjects in their working environment are main steps 
allowing them to perform tasks such as picking, assembly and 
obstacle avoidance. 

• A preliminary version ofthis paper appeared in the proceedings ofthe 6'" Intemational 
Workshop on Structural and Syntactical PaUem Recognition. Leipzig, Germany, August 
1996 pp. 300-309 under Ihe tille "Recognizíng 2-D rigid and non-rigid wire-shapes", 
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The identification problem consist on assigning names or 
labels to each ofthese objects. Two main approaches have been 
uS,ed to solve this problem. In the first approach, a model of 
each object in the model database is matched against the scene 
image and a score is calculated [14]. The unknown object is 
recognized by the highest score. In the second approach, in 
order to elirninate the process of matching every model with 
the input scene, local features are used to generate a hypothesis 
to see ifthe model can be found in the scene irnage [8]. This 
hypothesis is then usually verified by a point to point matching 
of a template of the object with the image. 

Figure 1. An object with different geometry but with the same 
top%gy. 

In this work, the identification of an object is solved by means 
of a topological characterization using the skeleton of the shape 
for it preserves the structural information of the shape. We are 

then restricted to the case of isolated objects that can change their 
geometry but not their topology (see Figure 1). A 4-skeleton is 
chosen in this case because as it was shown in [1], 4-skeletons do 
not present the inconvenient of parasite holes, effect that is 
sometimes present in 8-skeletons after skeleton obtaining (Figu
re 2). The topological features used here are the terminal points 
(TPs), Le. points withjust one neighbor and the three-edge-points 
(TEPs), Le. points with only three neighbors. TPs and TEPs are 
used here because they have proven to be very nice features to 
obtain the Euler Number or genus ofa shape [2]. The number of 
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TPs and TEPs in the object's skeleton are used as inputs to 
look up the object's databas e to rapidly identify the shape. To 
substantially speed the identification process, the skeleton of 
the object is obtained by means ofthe recent algorithm proposed 
in [1] and [3], which profits from the advantages of the Fast 
Distanee Transformation (FDT) to rapídly obtain the desired 
skeleton. 
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Figure i. PatJwlogical cases sometimes present in 8·skeletons. 

ObJect Reco¡n!tton 

Figure 3. The object recognitÚJn process. 

Object recognition is divided in two main processes: database 
building andobject identification. Both processes are depicted in 
Figure 3. From this figure, we can see that both processes share 
three phases: image adquisition, image preprocessing and feature 
extraction. The output of the frrst process is a database ofmodels. 
Tbis database of models is then used by the identification module 
toretrieve from it the list of models that resemble the most the 
objects in a test image. This makes object recognition easy and 
fast to implement. The proposed methodology, as it will be shown 
in the experimentation section, wiIl be applied for the recognition 
of both rigid and articulated wire-shapes. 

1.1. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER 

, 
In section 2 the two topological features used in this work: 

the terminal point (TP) and the three-edge-point (TEP), are 
first presented. They were already formally defined in [19] in 
terms of the so called Yokoi 's eonneetivity numbers and after 
in [13] in terms of the Rutovitz's erossing number [12]. In [3], 
it was also shown that any crossing point, Le. a point with 
three o more neighbors, can be decomposed into a set ofTEPs 
and this number equals n-2, with n the number of branches. 
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This result is important because as we will see in this paper it 
will allows us to define a formal methodology to describe any 
2-D wíre-shape using its skeleton. Section 3 describes how 
TPs and TEPs are obtained and how they are used to describe 
2-D shapes. In section 4 the identificatíon approach is 
presented. This last takes as input the shape's description 
extracted from each one of the objects in an image to obtain 
the object's identity. In section 5 a set of shapes (both rigid 
and flexible) is then used to test the performance of the system. 
Finally, in section 6 some conclusions and some further 
research are given . 

2. Tps, TEPS AND CROSSINGS 

In this section the two topological features used hereafter in 
tbis work: TPs and TEPs, are presented. As we said, they were 
already formally defined in [19] and [13]. We will also recall 
how any crossingpoint, Le. apoint with three o more neighbors, 
can be decomposed into a set of TEPs and this number cquals 
n-2, with n the number of branches. 

DefinitiQn. Let q=(x,y) and p=(u,v) with q,p E Z} and 
KE (4,6L,6R,8), then thefollowing metríes are widely used: 

d4(P,q)=lx-~+IY vi 
ds(p,q) =max(lx- ul,ly -vI) 

d6R (P,q) = max(lx-~,ly-vl,lx- u+ y - vI) 
d6L (p, q) =max(lx - ul,ly - vl,lx - u- y + vI) 

Hereafter, these metries will be denoted by d4' d", d
6R

, d
6L 

(or 
d

K 
where K is the basis ofthe metríe). 

Definition. Let (A,a) a bidimensional metrie spaee and a 

any metríe, and let N(p)=(p¡ I O< a (p¡,p) ~1} for A díscrete 
or N(p)=(p¡ I a (Pi' p) ~O but not O} for A real, the 
neighborhood of p and Np its eardinality, i.e. the number of 
neighbors ofp different from OThen: 

1. 	 lfNp=l we say that p is a terminal point (TP). 

2. 	 lfNp=2 we say that pis an internal point. 

3. 	 lf Np 3 we say that p is a crossing point or simply a 
crossing. 

4. 	 lfNp=3 we say that p three-edge-point (TEP). 

Definition. For ( Z},d ) with d E {d
4

, d , d , d J, wet t 8 6R 6

aeeept as a 'skeleton any K-eonneeted set of points Q for 
whieh ifa non-TP point is removed, the set Q is deeomposed 
into two or more K-eonneeted sets. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) An 8-connected skeleton. (h) A 4-connected skeleton. 

Notice that for our definition ofskeleton, the number ofbranches 
crossing a node in a 3x3 neighborhood is almost always the 
cardinality N 

p 
ofp (Figure 4), except for sorne particular cases (a 

few particular cases) such as the ones shown in Figure 5. 

• 111 

dI! case d4 case 

Figure 5. Some pathnlogical cases that can he soll'ed hy special 

masking. 

For these particular cases, instead of having one point as 
the point joining several braI'!ches we have four. Although 
these configurations may appear in real cases, they can be 
easily solved by special masklng [1]. 
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d8 case d4 case 

Figure 6. Admissihle ltUlXimal cases after good skelelonization. 

Another characteristic of 3x3 discrete neighborhoods is that 
non-particular cases containing more than 4 branches are not 
possible. The admissible maximal non-particular cases after a 
good sketonization (unitary skeletons) are the ones shown in Fi
gure6. 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Other possible admissihle configurations. 

Notice further that configurations as the ones shown in Fi
gure 6 may appear also (and with a great probability) as shown 
in Figure 7 (b) and (d). So, we note the following: 

Lemma 1 [2] For (Z2, dk) with dk E (d4' d8' d6R, d6J, any 
crossing point should be decomposed into a set ofthree-edge
points (TEPs). 

Proof: It suffices to find a case where a crossing is generated 
by a set of TEPs to show that this is the general way to 
decompose a crossing point into TEPs in Z!. 

In general, any crossing (in the real case) will not be found 
in its natural formo Instead, it will appear decomposed into 
crossings ofless order as shown in Figure 7. Thus, the general 
decomposition of any crossing is into TEPs. As a result we 
have the following: 

Theoreml. [2]Acrossingpointwithnbranchesisequivalent 
to n-2 TEPs. i.e. TEPs=n-2. 

Proof. By construction (see Figure 8), consider the case 
of the minimal crossing, Le. a crossing with just one TEP 
(Figure 8(a» then n-TEPs=2. If we append a new branch to 
this crossing point, a new TEP is added (Figure 8(b», and 
n-TEPs=2. It is not difficult to see that if we continue 
appending new branches (Figure 8(c», n-TEPs=2 remain 
the same, then TEPs=n-2. 

T=1. n=3 T=2. n=4 T=3, n=5 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8~ To append a hrach lo a crossing adds a new TEP. 

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND OBJECT DESCRIPTION 

In this section the feature extraction process is described. 
This process is needed to obtain the reference model for each 
object to be further recognized. Lots of features have been used 
in the past to derive the model of an object. These inelude 
computing Fourier shape ,descriptors [20] and [10], different 
types of moments [7], [6], [17], [5], [9], ,[4], [16] and [15], as 
well as elassical shape measures ofcompactness, elongatedness, 
and so on [11]. 

The kind of features used in this work are topological in 
nature. They have been chosen firstly due to the representation 
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chosen to describe the structure of the shape, and seeondly, 
beeause topologieal features have proven to be very nice global 
deseriptors in shape recognition [18]. The two topological 
features chosen here are the terminal points (TPs), Le. points 
with just one neighbor and the three-edge-points tTEPs), i.e. 
points with only three neighbors. These features have been 

already used in the computation ofthe Euler Number ofa binary 
shape [2]. The extraction ofthese features is as follows. From 
a binary image containing one or more binary objects: 

l. Skeletonize the image until a 4-skeleton for each of object 
is obtained. The method used in this case (see [1] and [3]) 
profits the advantages of the Fast Distance Transformation 
(FDT) to rapidly obtain the desiredskeleton. For this, it uses a 
logical operator over the FDT instead of the elassical 
morphologie operators over the discrete array (erosion and 
dilation), to obtain a much faster algorithm. 

2. Label each pixel as: 

• a termianl point if the number of its 4-neighbors equals 
one. 

• a crossing point ifthe number ofits 4-neighbors is greater 
or equal to three. 

3. Decompose each crossing point pinto its number of TEPs. 
This number, as we said and as it was shown in [2], equals the 
number of branches composing the erossing point-2, o; 
equivalently, N4(P)-2. 

Once eaeh skeleton has been deeomposed into íts TPs and 
TEPs, their number is used to describe the object. An object is 
then deseribed by a label (the label identifying the objeet) and 
two numbers: the number ofTPs and the number ofTEPs ofits 

associated skeleton. This information is used to build the 
database of models. It is a list of descriptions ordered by 
magnitude of the two elements: number of TPs and number of 
TEPs. Figure 9(a) shows sorne shapes, their skeletons and their 
corresponding deseriptions. Figure 9(b) shows their positions 
along the database. 

4. OBJECT IDENTIFICA TION 

Once the database of models has been eonstructed, a binary 
image eontaining one or more objects is presented to the system. 

Each object is then preprocessed as explained in seetion 3 to 
obtain respeetively: its skeleton and its numbers of TPs and 
TEPs. The number of PTs and TEPs is then used as an aeeess 
key to retrieve from the database of models the corresponding 
models. This proeess is depicted in Figure 9(e). 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The methodology proposed in sections 3 and 4 is applied in 
the recognition of flat objects comprising both rigid and 
articulated instances. The referenee pattems used to train the 
system are shown in Figure 10(a). Their corresponding 
skeletons along with their deseriptors are shown in Figure 1O(b). 

5.1. RIGID CASE 

The pattems used to test the system' s performance in this 
first case are shown in Figure 1O(e). It is not difficult to see 
that they are copies ofthe same objeets shown in Figure 10(b) 

~~ 
FLOWER (0,18) EYEGLASSES (2,4) 

,f ~ 
3 LAMP 

2 4 EYEGLASSES 

[Q 
I FEATU~E ~I 
I EXTRACTION ! 
'-___...............J 

¡ 

THE MODEL DATABASE " DATABASE OF MODELSLAMP (1,3) HOUSE (0,6) 

(a) (b) (e) 

Figure 9. (a) Some objects and the;r deseriptors. (b) Pos;tions o/ these nwdels in the database. (e) Tite searelting proeess. 
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but subjected to a combination ofa translation, a rotation and a 
change of scale. Note that in aH cases (as expected) aH objects 
were successfuHy recognized. 

5.2. FLEXIBLE CASE 

A more interesting problem to tackle with, is the case of 
recognizing articulated objects. Le. objects with a certain 
number of rigid parts and links maybe different joining them. 
Two different classes ofobjects were used in this case. The frrst 
class comprises flexible objects composed of two or at most 
three rigid parts with a rotating or a translating axis: scissors, 
vemiers, pliers, and so on; the second class comprises objects 
with a great number of rigid parts and different kind of links 
joining them: worms, spiders, crabs, and so on. The pattems 
used to test the system belonging to the first class are shown in 
Figure 11 (a). The matching results are shown in Figure 11(b). 
Note again that in all cases, aH instan ces were weH recognized. 

I 

J. 
I 
I 

i 

'1' 
I 

Figure 10. (a) Referenee patterns. (b) The;r skeletons and 

descriptors. (e) Test patterns. 

In the second phase ofthe experiment, a couple of sequences 
of images representing the movement ofan object among other 
objects in the scene, were used to test the system. Both sequences 
are shown in Figures 12(a) and 12(a). The goal here was to 
follow the movement ofa given object arnong the others given 
its modeling pararneters. This was carried out by marking the 
object' s pixels with a different symbol. In this case, the object' s 
pixels appear darker than the rest. The tracking results are 
shown in respectively in Figures 12(b) and 12(b). Note again 
the effectiveness ofthe method in both cases. 

5.3. DISCUSSION 

It is obvious that in both cases the method will present sorne 
problems. For example, it suffices that any of the appendices 
of the staircase shown in Figure 1 O(b) and (c) disappears so 
that the system fails. Similarly, ít suffices that the worm of 
Figure 13 cross a couple ofits multiple legs, so the sarne occurs. 
The sarne problem will appear ifthe skeleton's connectivity is 
lost or if sorne parasite branch appears at the moment of the 
obtaining of the skeleton. 

It is also clear that the exclusive use of the TPs and the TEPs 
for the modeling ofwire-shapes cause that a lot ofobjects with 
different shape have the same number of TPs and TEPs. This 
is the case, for example, ofthe eyeglasses ofFigure 10 and the 
scissors of Figure 1 L In this case the system will give as a 
result a list ofthose objects having the same pair (TPs, TEPs). 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this paper, a simple method for the recognition of two
dimensional wire-objects was presented. It is based on a 
topological model ofthe object (its skeleton) using as features 
the number ofterminal points (TPs) and the number ofthree
edge-points (TEPs), Le. points with only three neighbors in 
the objects' skeleton. Both the rigid and the articulated cases 
were tackled with nice results. 

The principal merits ofthe proposed approach are its originality, 
execution speed and robustness in the presence of geometrical 
changes. One dlsadvantage of the proposed method is that it 
completely topologically dependent. This means tltat the object' s 
topology cannot be broken. Ifthis is the case, a different method 
should be used. A local one could be a good optlon. 

Another characteristic ofthe present approach is that there 
exist a multitude of shapes sharing the same set of TPs and 
TEPs. This problem could be partially solved for example 
by using (along with the number of TPs and TEPs) their 
distribution along the skeleton to obtain a more complete 
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model, by means of a graph for example. As a future work, we image. Figures 14 (a), (b), (e) and (d) show these four cases. 
are planning to taekle the more ehallenging problem of Although it is true that the recognition of flat objeets from their 
reeognizing both 2-D rigid and non-rigid objects when the objeet skeletons is stilllaeking a real sueeess, perhaps if eombined with 
is oecluded by other objeets or by itself, when sorne ofthe objects' other teehniques like eontour eoding, speeial seanning sequenees, 
information is missing and when sorne noise is present in the model matehing; etc. it may turn to be a winner. 

" 

PLlERS (4,2) SCISSORS (2,4) VERNIER (5,2) JACK (4,4) 

(a) 

PLlERS (4,2) SCISSORS (2,4) VERNIER (5,2) JACK (4,4) 

(b) 

Figure 11. (a) Flexible reference patlems. (b) Flexible test patlems. 
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Figure 12. (a) A test sequenee. (b) Traeking the man-pattern. 
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Figure 13. (a) Test sequenee. (b) Traexing the worm-pattern. 
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Figure U. (o) An object occluding itself. (b) Mutually oceluding objeets. (e) Ineomplete object. (d) No/s¡ object. 
... 
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de Ciencias de la Universidad Nacional Auloooma de México, 
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Juan Lui. Di.. de León SanlÍago, Nacionalidad mexicana, obtuvo el doctorado en el CINVEST AV 

del LP,N, México con especialidad con ingeniena eléctrica, Profesor titular en el Centro de 

Investigaci6n en el LP,N, 
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